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Master NGUI components swiftly and employ them to create a thrilling,
actionpacked scifi 2D game

About This Book

Acquire complete knowledge of every component of NGUI●

Design and customize a fully functional main menu aided by step by step●

instructions
Create an exciting 2D sci-fi game●

Who This Book Is For

If you are a Unity 3D developer looking forward to learn NGUI for Unity, then
this book is for you. Prior knowlege of C# scripting is expected. Additional
knowledge of Unity 3D Editor, GameObject and creating/adding scripts to
GameObject would be beneficial; however, no prior knowledge of NGUI is
required.

What You Will Learn

Download and import NGUI●

Construct a basic user interface: buttons, sprites, text inputs, lists, sliders, and●

more
Enhance your UI using clipping, draggable panels, content alignment,●

animations, and localization
Use C# with NGUI to save options, implement volume modification, launch●

animations, and change variables
Build a scrollable viewport with a drag-and-drop system●

Create tooltips and notifications●

Add your sprites and fonts to customize your main menu●

Move elements through code and handle collisions to create a game●

In Detail

NGUI is an effective plugin for Unity that gives you the power to create beautiful
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and complex user interfaces while reducing performance costs. It is a powerful
UI system and event notification framework for Unity (both Pro and Free)
written in C# featuring clean code and a simple, minimalistic approach to
everything. You can create a main menu for your game and add sliders,
animations, checkboxes, and popup lists, as well as localize your text.

This is an example-oriented, step-by-step, practical tutorial that will guide you
through creating a fully functional main menu along with a 2D game. You will
acquire the knowledge to create user interfaces for your existing and future PC or
mobile games developed with Unity 3D. The book will start by teaching you the
basic functions of the tools and how to create a basic UI. Later in the book, you
will also learn how to create a much more complex UI.

This book will start by getting you acquainted with NGUI's workflow and will
then gradually take you through building a complex menu and creating a 2D
game.

To achieve this, you will create and configure text labels, sliders, and checkboxes
along with drag-and-drop systems. You will be exposed to advanced topics like
C# with NGUI, and you will also learn how to build a scrollable viewport. By the
end of this book, you will have acquired all the knowledge you need to create UIs
with the help of practical steps supported by screenshots.
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Master NGUI components swiftly and employ them to create a thrilling, actionpacked scifi 2D game

About This Book

Acquire complete knowledge of every component of NGUI●

Design and customize a fully functional main menu aided by step by step instructions●

Create an exciting 2D sci-fi game●

Who This Book Is For

If you are a Unity 3D developer looking forward to learn NGUI for Unity, then this book is for you. Prior
knowlege of C# scripting is expected. Additional knowledge of Unity 3D Editor, GameObject and
creating/adding scripts to GameObject would be beneficial; however, no prior knowledge of NGUI is
required.

What You Will Learn

Download and import NGUI●

Construct a basic user interface: buttons, sprites, text inputs, lists, sliders, and more●

Enhance your UI using clipping, draggable panels, content alignment, animations, and localization●

Use C# with NGUI to save options, implement volume modification, launch animations, and change●

variables
Build a scrollable viewport with a drag-and-drop system●

Create tooltips and notifications●

Add your sprites and fonts to customize your main menu●

Move elements through code and handle collisions to create a game●

In Detail

NGUI is an effective plugin for Unity that gives you the power to create beautiful and complex user
interfaces while reducing performance costs. It is a powerful UI system and event notification framework for
Unity (both Pro and Free) written in C# featuring clean code and a simple, minimalistic approach to
everything. You can create a main menu for your game and add sliders, animations, checkboxes, and popup
lists, as well as localize your text.

This is an example-oriented, step-by-step, practical tutorial that will guide you through creating a fully
functional main menu along with a 2D game. You will acquire the knowledge to create user interfaces for
your existing and future PC or mobile games developed with Unity 3D. The book will start by teaching you
the basic functions of the tools and how to create a basic UI. Later in the book, you will also learn how to
create a much more complex UI.

This book will start by getting you acquainted with NGUI's workflow and will then gradually take you



through building a complex menu and creating a 2D game.

To achieve this, you will create and configure text labels, sliders, and checkboxes along with drag-and-drop
systems. You will be exposed to advanced topics like C# with NGUI, and you will also learn how to build a
scrollable viewport. By the end of this book, you will have acquired all the knowledge you need to create UIs
with the help of practical steps supported by screenshots.
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Editorial Review

About the Author

Charles Bernardoff

Charles Bernardoff has a Bachelor's degree in Game Design and Level Design delivered by ISART Digital, a
video games school located in Paris, France. With four years of experience as game designer, level designer,
and C# scripter at Cyanide Studio, Playsoft, and Airbus, Charles has worked on the PC versions of Blood
Bowl, Dungeonbowl, and Confrontation. He has also worked on Unity and Flash mobile games, such as
Space Run 3D, Oggy, and Psycho Gnomes. He now works as Game Designer and Unity developer on PC
and mobile Serious Games at Airbus.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Ellen Garcia:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they're still students or the item for all people in the
world, what best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that concern above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't wish do that. You must know how great and important the book NGUI for Unity. All type of book
can you see on many sources. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Steven Deloatch:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also become a life style. This
reading practice give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the
particular information inside the book this improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based
on what kind of publication you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with training books but if
you want feel happy read one using theme for entertaining including comic or novel. Typically the NGUI for
Unity is kind of e-book which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Arthur Bailey:

The book with title NGUI for Unity contains a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This particular book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this
publication represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you throughout new era of the glowbal growth. You can
read the e-book on your own smart phone, so you can read that anywhere you want.



Harold Phillips:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you could have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try issue that really opposite
from that. A single activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster
you already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love NGUI for Unity, you could enjoy
both. It is very good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh
seriously its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.
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